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Abstract. In distance learning environments, advisors can start off again a 
stalled learning process. EpiTalk is a platform enabling to develop advisors 
for individual and collaborative learning. EpiTalk advisors rely on agents, 
organizations and hierarchical graphs. Hierarchical graphs describe advisors. 
At run-time, agents provide autonomy to each advisor’s components, while 
organizations link and co-ordinate agents. Since advisors are grafted onto 
existing arbitrary information systems, we say that they are epiphyte. 

1 Introduction  
To support distance learning, Télé-université supplies learners with information 
systems either needed for tasks, or managing on-going learning processes [1]. Besides 
there are human tutors [13]. But tutors are not on-line. So when a learner gets into 
trouble, accurate help may not be at hand. Advisor information systems can provide a 
just-in-time and ever available individualized first-line help. As communication 
technologies are integrated into modern distance learning environment [26], 
collaborative learning activities can take place at distance [3] [13] [2]. So advising 
isolated activities is not sufficient, distributed advice to groups must also be provided. 
 The EpiTalk project [27, 29] addresses the complex issue of advising individuals 
and groups using the existing home-made or commercial applications. Our solution is 
to consider advisors as epiphytes1

 information systems, that is as information systems 
growing onto other information systems, their hosts, without perturbing them 
whatsoever [8]. Exploiting this metaphor, we devised and implemented EpiTalk, a 
platform dedicated to epiphyte advisor information systems (EAIS). EpiTalk provides 
the means for describing EAIS: pattern/plan recognition algorithm based on 
information spied from host information systems [20], distributed student modeling 
[19] [15] [16], and advice contents and strategies [21]. At that time EpiTalk generates 
a multi-agent EAIS using descriptions of hosts, of content and task structures, and of 
pieces of advice [10]. Next EpiTalk grafts the EAIS onto learning environments [22]. 
Finally EpiTalk provides tools to monitor and debug EAIS [9]. 
 This paper presents EpiTalk’s main features and commitments. First we present 
our goals and constraints (§2-3). Then we show how EpiTalk enables to design, 
launch and monitor EAIS dedicated to individual (§4-7) and collaborative learning 
(§8). Next we sketch advice strategies (§9). Finally current works are outlined (§10). 

                                                           
1An epiphyte plant grows on the surfaces of other plants, its host, without damaging it. It lives 
on its own, but needs other plants. Ivy, and most orchids are typical examples. 
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2 A Generic Architecture for Advisor Systems 

2.1 EAIS for Individualized and Collaborative Learning 
Several applications can run concurrently on today’s multi-window operating 
systems. Networks enable distributed collaborative work. Therefrom a learner may 
pursue as many goals as there are on-going individual and collaborative learning 
processes intertwined on its workstation. Thus advisors on distinct on-going processes 
must be distinct while still be able to cooperate, and prevent inconsistent pieces of 
advice. Moreover advisors must express advice that span across different levels of 
abstraction [21] and pieces of advice related to either an application —how to 
perform a task more effectively with the application? [14]—, a production —how to 
improve the design of a course [28]?—, a process —what is the next step to perform? 
[21] [23].  
 EpiTalk solutions to these issues bear on agents [4], organizational reflection [18], 
and knowledge graphs [25]. Agents are used to disentangle threads of concurrent 
learning processes. Each EAIS is an agent which focuses on one object —process, 
production, or application. Agents also bring concurrency between EAIS, and within 
an EAIS. Organizational reflection permits to easily shift viewpoints on agents and 
groups: “an agent can be viewed as an organization of agents” and vice-versa [5]. 
These shifts allow to treat uniformly both individual and collaborative learning. The 
same mechanisms for communication, cooperation and negotiation apply uniformly 
inside and outside EAIS. The knowledge graph expresses the designer’s viewpoint on 
the object of advice. The part-of relations are used as a template to generate the 
multi-agent EAIS. Each node provides information used to generate and link EAIS 
agents, to graft the EAIS on the host, and to adapt the EAIS to the host evolution. 

2.2 Capitalizing on Existing Applications  
Most advisor systems are designed and developed either as self-contained systems, or 
as components of top-down designed, integrated learning environments [33]. As a 
result, the design of an advisor is buried into the design of large systems, which 
makes transposing the advisor to different contexts a difficult task. Besides it 
precludes to build learning environment by integrating existing home-made or 
commercial applications. An advisor too closely coupled to a platform, an operating 
system or an application version must be thrown away whenever it changes, even if in 
most cases, advice relative to a task would not. Our approach to advisor systems has 
been to consider them not as parts of a self-contained system, but as independent 
extensions of applications, not necessarily designed to be parts of a learning 
environment. EpiTalk uses organizational reflection to graft the advisor on hosts. The 
hierarchical structure of knowledge graphs is then exploited to complete the 
separation of advisors from applications, providing a complete independence from a 
sufficiently abstract level. 

2.3 Reusable Advisors  
Advisors are one of the cornerstone of the virtual campus designed at Télé-université 
[30]. Since programming resources are limited, as many tasks as possible should be 
automated, and advisor designers must be autonomous. With respect to design, 
EpiTalk is based on graphs, a formalism pedagogues feel comfortable with. Using a 
palette of behaviors, the designer can assembled them with a simple graph based 
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interface. When a brand-new behavior is designed, it is automatically integrated in the 
palette. At run-time, continuations [11] are used to linked the behaviors. 

3 Advisor Systems as Epiphyte Systems 
The very nature of advisor is to observe the behaviors of other systems and to reason 
upon observed actions as soon as they are performed. By analogy, we consider 
advisors 
as epiphyte information systems (Fig.1). 
EpiTalk provides a precise framework to 
design advisor systems in a way that 
reflects the characteristics of advice 
(viewpoints-dependency and 
hierarchical nature), while providing 
satisfactory solutions to our needs (§2). 
EpiTalk organizes the reasoning of the 
EAIS according to a hierarchical 
knowledge graph that models the object 
aimed at by the advice. EpiTalk also 
supplies models to represent the 
knowledge needed to build an EAIS: 
structure of the object, advice contents, 
advising strategies... At run-time, 
EpiTalk enables an EAIS to follow the 
evolution of its host. In the next sections 
we describe how EpiTalk allows advisor 
systems to be specified as epiphyte 
systems. 

spreadsheet

graph drawer

simulat or

(draw t he graph P vs V)(simulat e wit h a const ant  P)

a pplic at ion

epiphyt e advisor

inf ormat ion syst em

 
Fig. 1. An EAIS grafted onto a law 

induction system developed at 
Télé-université. 

4 EpiTalk at One Glance 
Within EpiTalk, description and run-time are distinct phases (Fig. 2). First the host 
and the EAIS are described. The host description is twofold: code (Smalltalk code, 
events...), and a description which gathers various information in one Smalltalk class. 
This information give the means to track the host evolution (user actions, new objects, 
new windows...) and provide the primitive actions an EAIS will have to interpret [20]. 
The EAIS descriptions are gathered in the knowledge graph: agents, communication 
network, and agent structure and reasoning process. Once descriptions are sufficiently 
precise, the run-time phase may proceed. The host is launched. A reflective 
description of the host is created and a causal link

2
 is established. Then the multi-

agent EAIS is generated and linked to its host through spies [22]. From then on, the 
EAIS agents receive spied information, analyze it and provide pieces of advice. 

5 Describing an EAIS 
A knowledge graph expresses the designer’s point of view on the object the pieces of 
advice are on. There are as many knowledge graphs as there are points of view. A 

                                                           
2 This link is causal because any modification in the host (for instance, a new window) is 
reflected in the description and conversely, any modification of the description is reflected in 
the host (for instance, deleting the object representing a window, close thewindow). 
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knowledge graph contains three kinds of nodes: non-terminal nodes, star nodes, and 
leaves. Star nodes are special non-terminal nodes; they express the notion of "0 to n" 
occurrences. For instance, the knowledge graph on courses designed with a 
knowledge-based didactic and generic workbench [28] (Fig. 3) specifies that a course 
is made of 0 to n objectives, and 0 to n learning units; a learning unit is made of... 

host system

(code)

host description

• information available through  Smalltalk-80 or by other means (AppleEvents)

• class of host agents involved

• gathered in a class

"launcher" of the host system

reflective description of the host

• organisation (graph)

spies

multi-agent EAIS

description of the EAIS

  -> knowledge graph

  -> description of the structure of the multi-agent system

        • which agents ?

        • which communication network?

        • which structure and reasoning for each epiphyte agent ?

generation

DESCRIPTION

RUN-TIME

 causal link

(1)

(2)

 

Fig. 2. EpiTalk uses descriptions to produce run-time EAIS. 
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* Learning units

* The course objectives

An AGD course

One learning  activity

[One course objective]

ADVICE #1

[One objective of the activity]

* The objectives

     of the learning unit

ADVICE #2

[One objective of
the learning unit]

* The learning activities

* The objectives

    of the  activity

One learning  unit

 

Condition 
 the skill is unspecified while the 
ability level according to Bloom 
taxonomy is greater than 3  

Advice #1:  
 It is better to specify all the 
requirements related to an objective. 
When the objective level is <n>, they 
are usually expressed as numbers, for 
instance, a deadline, an error rate... 

-----------------------------------
-- 

 
Condition : 
 more than 30% of the objectives have a 
taxonomic level less than 4 and expert 
learners are expected 

Advice #2: 
 <x%> of the objectives of the block 
<b%> have low taxonomic levels: 
memorize, understand or apply. Since 
expert learners are expected, you should 
set higher level objectives.  

Fig. 3. A knowledge graph for a production. 

Pieces of advice are assigned to any nodes. Leaves correspond to local points of view. 
As we goes up in the graph, the perspective on the course structure enlarges. Specific 
pieces of advice are placed at the bottom of the graph (advice #1 deals with one single 
course objective) while general ones require a larger perspective, and appear upper in 
the hierarchy (advice #2 deals with all the objectives of the learning unit). Pieces of 
advice can be contextualized. 
 The knowledge graph hierarchical structure fixes the multi-agent EAIS structure 
to generate (§7). Each node is used to generate either statically (leaves and non-
terminal nodes) or dynamically (star nodes and their subnodes) one epiphyte agent 
implemented as a concurrent continuation. An epiphyte agent is itself a multi-agent 
system described by a behavior graph. Behavior nodes are predefined: memory, 
advisor… They are used to generate concurrent continuation behavior agents. Edges 
in knowledge (behavior) graphs define the communication net of the multi-agent 
EAIS (epiphyte agents). Because continuations obey to a uniform protocol, epiphyte 
(behavior) agents can be easily mixed. Thanks to the hierarchical nature of knowledge 
graphs, plan recognition and advising are performed in a single walk through at run-
time. Since in EAIS, information sift up from leaves to roots, primitive host actions to 
observe are specified only for leaves. The nature of information to observe depends 
on hosts and platforms, e.g. selectors and classes for hosts coded in Smalltalk-80. 
This information is used to generate, graft, and link spies to EAIS’ leaf epiphyte 
agents. 

6 EAIS Generic with Respect to Hosts 
The hierarchical nature of knowledge graph provides the right handles to achieve 
EAIS 
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generic with respect to hosts, operating 
systems, and platforms. Such genericity 
shelters EAIS from rapid software 
evolution. The basic idea is to partition 
the knowledge graph into spies, trace 
analyzer and advisor layers (Fig. 4). The 
spies layer collects primitive events (e.g. 
�-C). The trace analyzer layer combines 
primitive events into higher level ones 
(e.g. replacements). The advisor layer 
processes higher level events to produce 
pieces of advice. The advisor layer 
depicted in Figure 4 was reused for two 
different word processors: Microsoft 
Word for Windows 3.1 and a homemade 
word processor implemented in Smalltalk 
on a Macintosh. For the latter host 
application, the trace analyzer is a multi-
agent system (Fig. 4). For the former, it is 
implemented as a syntactic analyzer for 
DDE based on a grammar

3
. As EAIS are 

designed, libraries of high-level events 
and translators are defined and enriched. 

Epiphyte Advisor Information System

dedicated to word processor applicat ions

� −O � −C
� −S

� −V
c l i c

push

but t on

release

but t on

menu

EV ENT

open

f i l e

� −F

EV ENT

c lo se

f i l e

EVENT

copy

" t hèse"

s t  a t  i s t  i c s

" f ile t ravail-1

  open: 5 t imes

  average working t ime: 30 mn

  ..."

EV ENT

selec t

" t hèse"

EV ENT

save

" t rav ail-1 "

t = ....

c l i c

push

but t on

release

but t on

TRACE ANALYSIS LAYER

SP I ES

EV ENT

selec t

" t èse"

EV ENT

rep lace

" t èse"  by

" t hèse"

Sa v in g

advice:

if

   time > 15 mn

t hen

"You should save

your files more

frequently"

Re p la c e m e n t

advice:

if    n successive replacements

    using � −V are identical

t hen

" You can do multiple identical

  replacements with � −R "

Re p la c e m e n t  a n d  c o p y

advice:

if     n successive replacements

    using � −V are identical

    and the text is got through a COPY Event

t hen

" You can do multiple identical

  replacements with � −R

   and specif y t he t ext  t hrough cut  and past e"

ADVISOR LAYER

 

Fig. 4. A knowledge graph on word 
processing. 

7 EAIS: Generation, Graft, and Evolution 
The generation of an EAIS from the knowledge graph is straightforward. When the 
host is launched, the EAIS is generated following a top-down traversal of the graph 
(Fig. 5a). First roots of the knowledge graph are put in the set of nodes to instantiate. 
Next for each node in the set, an epiphyte agent is created, then the epiphyte agent’s 
internal behavior agents are instantiated (§5, finally the epiphyte agent is linked to its 
hierarchical superiors with respect to the part-of relations. The instantiation 
process is then repeated with the sons of the instantiated nodes that are not star nodes. 
Sons of star nodes are excluded to delay the instantiation of their subnodes since there 
is no existing instance of the concepts they model. For instance, the host editor  (Fig. 
5a) shows that the AGD host has been launched. Three EAIS agents a1, a2, a3 have 
been generated. The creation of agents stops there because epiphyte agents a2 and a3 
correspond to star nodes: there is no objective and learning unit yet defined. Once 
created, the brand-new EAIS is grafted onto its host and begins to observe its 
behavior. As the host evolves, the EAIS evolves accordingly: each time a new object 
is created within the host, relevant star nodes are instantiated, and a spy is installed on 
the new host object and linked to epiphyte leaf agents interested in the new host 
object. For instance, opening the course objectives editor and defining one 
course objective triggers the lazy instantiation of the star node *The objectives 
of the course (Fig. 3) and the epiphyte agent a4 is created (Fig. 5b). 

                                                           
3 [Ritter and Koedinger, 95] proposes an approach similar to this solution. 
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(b)  

Fig. 5. The symbiotic evolution between the AGD host and an EAIS (cf Fig. 3).  

8 EAIS for Collaborative Learning 
First to investigate EpiTalk with respect to collaborative learning, we built up a 
simulation of a virtual campus based on Télé-université everyday practice, namely the 
learning and administrative procedures. A simulation involves administrative agents, 
tutor agents, learner agents and contract agents (Fig. 6a). Administrative agents 
register courses, learners and tutors. Tutor agents teach, give homeworks, and manage 
grades. Learner agents register to courses and do homework. They have a limited 
working capacity and limited knowledge. Contract agents manage homeworks 
according to the contract net protocol [32]. A homework is equivalent to a scenario. A 
graph describes the activities and the knowledge the learner must master to perform 
them. When an homework is issued, as many contract nets as it is necessary to give 
work to all registered learners are instantiated. Then learners divide work amongst 
themselves using the contract net protocol. A learner can bid on tasks he does not 
know how to achieve. In this case, he must learn how to do it. For instance, the 
simulation presented on Fig. 6 involves 4 learners (Etudiant), 2 tutors (Professeur), 
and 1 administrative agent (Registraire). Two homework contract net (ContratDevoir) 
were instantiated. Learner 4 is learning the knowledge required to perform its task. 
 Then a knowledge graph models collaborative work in the simulated campus (Fig. 
6b). 0 to n learners evolve in a virtual classroom. Tutors and teams are involved in 
teaching and support. A team is composed of contract net agents. At run -time, the 
EAIS is able to identify and model groups and interactions according to membership, 
team structure, leadership, division of the tasks among learners. The EAIS is also able 
to use these models to give pieces of advice to a member or to the group on balancing 
a team workload, directing a learner towards appropriate teaching resources 
(teammates, other learners in the classroom, tutors. 
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One t eam

*  The learners *  Teaching and support

*  The t eams[ One learner] [ One t ut or]

[ Cont ract  net  agent s]

 
(b) 

Fig. 6. A simulation run and a knowledge graph on collaborative learning. 

9 Advice Strategy 
EpiTalk supplies various means to provide pieces of advice. The designer sets a 
global advice strategy, but can also define local advice strategies on a per piece of 
advice basis. A piece of advice can be given an unlimited number of time or a limited 
one, only on request or at the full initiative of the advisor, using a dedicated passive 
window or a pop-up window, to specific individuals or to the whole group. 

10 Current and Future works 
A lot of work is still in progress. We are exploring the integration of multiple 
perspectives on a problem solving process, cooperation among several EAIS having 
different focuses, modeling erratic processes, detecting and modeling expertisation 
[17], exploiting new kinds of relations in knowledge graphs (e.g. precedence relation) 
in the production of generic advice module [23], teleconference analysis [12] in EAIS 
for collaborative learning, the articulation between individual and collaborative EAIS 
in a distributed Web-oriented virtual colloquium, the management of the physical 
distribution of EAIS epiphyte agents (for instance, local knowledge can be ascribed to 
leaves and thus the corresponding agents will be resident on the learners’ 
workstation). 

11 Conclusion 
Télé-université supplies learners with information systems that either help them to 
manage their on-going learning processes or that enable them to perform their tasks. 
Furthermore distance learning asks for resources capable to start off again a stalled 
learning process. That is where advisors take up their duties. In distance education, 
advisors have to address both individualized and collaborative learning. In this paper, 
we have shown how EpiTalk helps to design, generate, launch, graft and monitor 
advisor information systems for both individual and collaborative learning processes. 
Advisors produced by EpiTalk rely on agents, organizational reflection and 
hierarchical knowledge graphs. Hierarchical graphs help to design and structure 
descriptions of an advisor. Using a hierarchical knowledge graph enabled to combine 
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at run-time plan recognition and the production of advice into a single walk-through. 
At run-time, agents provide autonomy, an essential feature, to each component of an 
advisor, and organizations link and co-ordinate agents. So EpiTalk addresses the 
design and description of advisors as well as their generation and unfolding at run-
time. We have also shown how advisors could be designed in such a way to become 
platform, operating systems and applications independent. Since advisors were 
grafted onto existing arbitrary applications, we say that they are epiphyte by analogy 
with botany. 
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